Two tests for assessing remote public knowledge: a tool for assessing retrograde amnesia.
Guidelines for the construction and development of tests of remote memory are provided. These guidelines follow from methodological considerations and from certain theoretical issues we believe that remote memory tests should address if they are to further our understanding of amnesia. These include: the pattern of temporal gradient; memory for different broad classes of information such as famous names and famous events; and recall and recognition of different types of detail such as contextual and non-contextual information associated with remote memory. With respect to the first of these, we argue that it is impossible to fully evaluate competing hypotheses about temporally graded retrograde amnesia unless items are selected from at least two difficulty levels, and from at least two time periods. The construction of two equivalent tests of remote memory, one for famous people, the other for famous events, is described, and the theoretical issues listed earlier were addressed using these tests in a study comparing the remote memory of 13 organic amnesics and 13 age- and IQ-matched controls. The principal findings were as follows. There was only weak evidence that amnesics' remote memory for famous people and events was temporally graded over a 20 year period, and recognition memory and memory for non-contextual detail were equally impaired. Mayes, Meudell, and Pickering's (1985) context memory deficit hypothesis was supported, however, because amnesics were more impaired in their ability to date recognised items. In addition, although there was little support for a temporally graded retrograde impairment on the recognition question, there was much clearer evidence for the temporal dating question. Also, one patient, SR, showed a selective deficit in dating recognised names and events from the 1980s. Finally, the correlations between measures of anterograde and retrograde amnesia were all non-significant. Suitable items for the construction of remote memory tests probing the four decades 1950s to 1980s are presented. A subset of these, from the 1970s and 1980s, were shown to have satisfactory psychometric qualities, and can therefore be recommended for more widespread clinical use, although more extensive normative data than that provided here will be necessary.